The Queen’s Nursing Institute

Awards Ceremony

Monday 30 October 2017

The Royal Garden Hotel
Kensington, London
The Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother Award for Outstanding Service

Presented by Kate Billingham CBE, Chair of Council

Elizabeth Louise Alderton
Gail Miles
Christine Morris
Anne Elizabeth Pearson
Tanya Strange MBE

Fellowship of the Institute

Presented by Kate Billingham CBE, Chair of Council

Professor Dame Elizabeth Anionwu DBE CBE FRCN
Joanne Bosanquet MBE
Professor Ursula Gallagher

The Dora Roylance Memorial Prize

Presented by Kate Billingham CBE, Chair of Council

Laura Ann Scott

The Philip Goodeve-Docker Memorial Prize

Presented by Nigel Goodeve-Docker

Emma Leese
Queen’s Nurses

*Presented by Professor Jean White CBE, Chief Nursing Officer, Wales and QNI Fellow*

Jennifer Allen
Lindsay Andrews
Patricia Atkinson
Katherine Baichoo
Denise Baker
Trudy Balderson
Alison Balderstone
Eileen Bannis
Tracey Barratt
Carolyn Barrett
Rosemarie Barton
Bonnie Beard
Gillian Beardmore
Corinne Beirne
Zoë Berry
Teresa Blease
Katherine Bowling
Wendy Bradford
Fiona Bremner
Theresa Brennan
Gary Brigden
Jackie Brocklehurst
Lynette Callaghan
Karen Carnall
Sarah Challinor
Anita Churchouse
Rosemary Clarke
Ann Collins
Annabelle Cox-Walker
Amanda Cripps
Gillian Dale
Hazel Dent
Sharon Dines
Rachel Donohue

Nazira Dowlut
Katie Drake
Deborah Duncan
Cheryl Dunn
Kim Dyke
Siân Ellyatt
Sharon Evans
Nancy Farr
Amanda Featherstone
Elizabeth Fenton
Anne Finney
Julie Frost
Katherine Gerrans
Bridget Gibson
Elizabeth Goodwin
Alison Green
Joanne Gregory
Sara Handley
Charlotte Harper
Elizabeth Harris
Joanne Harrison
Allison Hawes
Antoinette Hayes
Sian Hayes
Diane Hobro
Jane Hulme
Val Hutchinson
Donna Jack
Catherine Jackson
Valerie Janson
Gillian Jefford
Michelle Johnson
Heather Joslin
Penelope Keith
Diana Kellett
Noeleen Kelly
Helen Kerrigan-Hawkes
Karen Laidley
Elizabeth Lewindon
Beverley Marsh
Wendy McCarthy
Clare Mechen
Kat Millward
Maria Mockett
Jane Mulcahy
Joanne Nicholls
Caroline Ogunsola
Karen Olorenshaw
Maria O’Neil
Alison Parsons
Debbie Peach
Melanie Pick
Evelyn Prodger
Georgina Ritchie
Hazel Roberts
Karen Roberts
Victoria Robinson
Fiona Rogers
Julie Rowell
Lynn Salmon

Sue Shortland
Ruth Silverman
Joanne Smith
Kathryn Smyth
Anne-Karin Spooner
Sarah Stringer
Ruth Sutton
Christine Sykes
Susan Thompson
Linda Thorley
Simone Thorn Heathcock
Carey Trenchard
Jaqueline Vaughan-Lamb
Rachel Viggars
Jennifer Warren-Hamer
Maureen Waszczyszyn
Victoria Whaley
Julie Whatley
Beverley Wheeler
Lexie Whittington
Lynn Wilkinson
Sue Wilson
Patricia Wren
Lindsay Wright
Debbie Yates
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